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Executive Summar y

D6.5 consists of the prototype that demonstrates the technologies developed in TOSCA-MP. This
prototype will be used for dissemination activities and consists of various software tools that have been
developed within the project and which have been integrated in a prototypical system called “TOSCAMP Proof of Concept”.
As accompanying information to the prototype, this document gives an overview of the functionality of
the integrated Proof of Concept and the TOSCA-MP demonstrator components as they will be available
for dissemination activities, amongst others during the TOSCA-MP Field Trials in January 2014. The
system integration will be covered in more technical detail in deliverable D6.6 “Final report on
Integration” (due in M30 of the project).
Relevant links to the corresponding (public) documents and information sources are also given in this
document for additional reference.
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Introduction

2.1 Purpose of this Document
The purpose of this document is to describe the integrated Proof of Concept that demonstrates the
technologies developed in TOSCA-MP as it will be used as a demonstrator for dissemination activities.

2.2 Scope of this Document
This deliverable gives an overview of the functionality offered by the TOSCA-MP Proof of Concept. It
introduces the demonstrator components and explains their functionality within the global workflow as
well as how designated users may benefit from them.
The system integration activities and results will be covered in more technical detail in deliverable D6.6
“Final report on Integration” (due in M30 of the project).

2.3 Status of this Document
This document is a public document accompanying the “demonstrator” deliverable D6.5 “Proof-ofconcept Integration”, describing the TOSCA-MP Proof of Concept demonstrator.

2.4 Related Documents
This document relates to the following existing TOSCA-MP deliverables:


D2.2 “Speech/visual metadata extraction, semantic enrichment and linking and genre adaptive
processing v2”



D3.3 “Networked media search engine, visualisation and user feedback v2”



D5.1 “Overall architecture, interfaces and protocols of the Distributed Repository Framework”



D6.3 “System Design”

Corresponding links are given in the respective sections.
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Proof of Concept and its components

3.1 Workflow overview
The workflow envisaged by TOSCA-MP globally consists of three main steps, each of which is
supported by specific components within the Proof of Concept (PoC), aiming at different types of users,
see Figure 1.

Automatic feature
extraction and
metadata generation

Interactive annotation
of automatically
generated metadata

Search and
visualization

Administrator

Expert user

Editor / Journalist

Figure 1: Global overview of TOSCA-MP workflow and typical users
In the first step, the automated part of the PoC uses Feature Extraction Tools (FET) as they have been
developed in WP2 (see D2.2) to automatically generate metadata for audiovisual content. This part of
the PoC implements the appropriate processing chain and can typically be operated by an (IT-)
administrator via an appropriate Graphical User Interface (GUI).
The automatically extracted features can be inspected interactively in the next step. Appropriate
applications visualise the generated metadata from the first step and allow an expert user to verify and /
or interactively revise them as annotations to the processed content.
In the final step the TOSCA-MP components aim at end users such as editors and journalists, allowing
them to flexibly search for (pieces of) content that fit their needs. The available search engine and
search result presentation application take into account the metadata and annotations generated in the
previous steps.
For each of the processing steps the corresponding PoC components will be described in more detail in
the following sections.

3.2 Automatic feature extraction and metadata generation
3.2.1

SOA-based prototype

Systems for file-based media production more and more deploy standard IT-based hardware and
software components. To reduce complexity in such heterogeneous systems and to allow easier
integration of new components the paradigm of Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) is increasingly
being adopted. The TOSCA-MP prototype therefore also has been realised based on SOA principles.
SOA-based systems consist of individual components that are loosely coupled with each other.
Accordingly, the TOSCA-MP prototype, which forms the technical basis for the automated feature
extraction and metadata generation, was designed as a distributed architecture in which the various
components communicate via appropriate web service interfaces. The logical system design shows an
overview of the four main components in TOSCA-MP, how they are connected and which kind of data is
exchanged between them (see Figure 2; more information can be found in D6.3).
The four main system components are:


Services: provide the functionalities for the feature extraction, indexing, etc. via web-based
interfaces;



Distributed Repository Framework (DRF): manages networked distributed local repositories and
thus realizes distributed storage of (meta)data (realized in WP5, see D5.1);
Metadata Production Management Framework (MPMF): the controlling instance that
orchestrates all functions and services in the PoC;
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Graphical User Interfaces (GUI): means to access applications to control / configure the system,
to review the results, search for content, etc.

Figure 2: Logical System Design for the TOSCA-MP Proof of Concept
The technical details of the realisation and integration of the overall distributed architecture are
1
transparent to the user . In order to relate the MPMF as controlling part of the PoC to an end user
(administrator) application, this aspect is briefly described here.
Figure 3 shows an MPMF-centric view of the PoC. From a functional point of view towards the
envisaged user (an administrator of the system), the two relevant interfaces for controlling the MPMF
operation are:
1. Configuration: Web Service Interface to create or update workflow configuration(s).
An appropriate application can read or store a configuration for a specific process that the PoC
should execute.
2. Execution / Control: Web Service Interface to start and control (i.e. operate) the process.
An appropriate application can start and monitor a process during runtime through the process
engine in the MPMF.
In the TOSCA-MP PoC the so-called Control & Configuration application, with an appropriate GUI,
offers this functionality to an administrator, see section 3.2.2.
Any process that is foreseen to be executed on this architecture, formally is described and realised in
the MPMF based on standardized Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN 2.0). TOSCA-MP has

1

An in-depth description is out of scope for this deliverable. For details please refer to D6.6 “Final report on Integration” (due in
M30 of the project).
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defined BPMN-based processes for the automatic extraction of features, based on a genre-dependent
workflow. This is illustrated in Annex 7.1.

Figure 3: MPMF-centric view on the TOSCA-MP PoC (focus on the automated feature extraction)

3.2.2

Configuring and controlling the automated system

The TOSCA-MP Control & Configuration GUI enables the user to check the status of DRF modules, to
select content and configuration, to start analysis processes and to monitor their execution. The GUI is
structured as a tabbed view. Each tab is dedicated to one main use case (see Figure 4, Figure 5 and
Figure 6). The TOSCA-MP Control & Configuration GUI is a web-application, thus only a web browser is
needed on client side.

Figure 4: The tab ”DRF Status” contains status information on all repository modules in the DRF
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Figure 5: The tab ”Process Start” contains all elements to configure
and start an analysis process

Figure 6: The tab “Process Monitoring” allows a view of the active processes, including
subprocesses, as well as stopping and deleting process instances
Overview of the provided features:


Tab “DRF Status” (see Figure 4)
o Retrieve the current status of DRF Modules



Tab “Process Start” (see Figure 5)
o Select an available analysis process
o Select a configuration. Only those configurations which belong to the selected process
will be suggested.
o Find content objects by name on all accessible DRF modules
o Present the search result as in a tabular format
o Allow to select several content objects at once and start the selected analysis process
with them



Tab “Process Monitoring” (see Figure 6)
o Present all running processes in a tree-view

© TOSCA-MP consortium: all rights reserved
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o
o
o

Show a graph of a selected running process and highlight the service which is currently
being processed
Allow deletion of a running process
Display the last started or deleted process

3.3 Analysis result visualisation and annotation
3.3.1

AVDP viewer

The AVDP viewer presents timeline-based metadata of one metadata document containing analysis
results. The metadata document is the result of the automatic analysis process, and represented as
XML document conforming to the MPEG-7 Audiovisual Description Profile (AVDP) [ISO/IEC 2012]. The
MPEG-7 AVDP document describes several parallel temporal segmentations produced by different
analysis tools (shot boundaries, speaker turns, etc.) and the metadata of these segments. The viewer
provides playback of and navigation in a video, synchronising a video player with different metadata
views. Interaction is possible on all visualisation components. The AVDP viewer is implemented in
HTML5, and thus only needs a current web browser as client. Figure 7 provides an overview of the
AVDP viewer, which contains the following views:


Segment-based views for shot boundaries and quality analysis events



A video player



A tabularised overview of quality analysis events



Key frames and stripe images



Graph views for quality measurements



Speech-to-text and machine translation results, with one utterance per line, and colours coding
the speaker

Figure 7: User interface of the AVDP viewer
The slider on the left allows zooming the temporal range of the timelines below the video player. This
allows seeing more detail of the respective views, and the key frame view displays more key frames
when zoomed in. Figure 8 shows and example of this.
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The table can also be used to navigate to the events listed there, and to use the player for looping
around the event segment (see Figure 9). If needed, the player can be detached into a separate
window, e.g. to display it full screen mode on a second screen.

Figure 8: AVDP viewer, with some views zoomed in

Figure 9: Navigation in a video using the events in the table

3.3.2

Interactive annotation

The interactive manual semantic annotation tool allows visualizing as well as editing of results from the
automated feature extraction. It presents two separate views to the user.
The first view (see Figure 10) visualizes the results of automatic temporal video segmentation and face
detection. The shot metadata are visualized in form of thumbnails for each detected scene on the left
side of the view. The user can navigate through the video by scrolling this table of shot-thumbnails and
can start a visualization of a complete shot by clicking a thumbnail. This visualization is realized by
displaying the first image of the shot in a big video window and by generating and displaying a
thumbnail every second for the rest of the shot (displayed below the big video window). By clicking on
such a generated thumbnail, the appropriate image is displayed in the big video window. It is also
possible to cluster groups of shots by a drag and drop operation on shot-thumbnails.
The face metadata are visualized in form of thumbnails to the right of the big video window and
additionally as highlighted areas in the image displayed in the big video window. The user can
annotated names for faces by textual edit, can remove unimportant faces or false detections and
generate additional face metadata by marking the area of a face in the video image in the big video
window.
© TOSCA-MP consortium: all rights reserved
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Figure 10: User Interface 1 of interactive manual annotation tool
The second view (see Figure 11) visualizes the automatically generated concept and near duplicate
results found for a selected shot. The user can add and / or remove concepts and near duplicates.
The application is realized in form of a web application based on HTML5 and JavaScript.

Figure 11: User Interface 2 of interactive manual annotation tool
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3.4 Search and visualisation
The TOSCA-MP Search and visualisation applications allow editors and journalists to flexibly search for
(pieces of) content that fit their needs. The features and annotations that have been created during the
execution of the automated workflow (see section 3.2) are analysed, enhanced with semantic
information and stored in an index to ease further retrieval. Figure 12 illustrates how the creation of this
index, as an intermediate step before the actual Search and visualization, fits into the TOSCA-MP
process and which PoC components are primarily involved.

Automatic feature
extraction



MPMF
FET services

Search and
visualization

Indexing



MPMF
Indexing service





Search application
Search service
DRF

Figure 12: Overview of TOSCA-MP processing steps and PoC components involved
in the preparation of Search and visualisation
The MPMF, based on the features and annotations that have been automatically created, accesses the
Indexing service to trigger the process of indexing all new annotations generated during the automatic
feature extraction. This index can consecutively be used by the Search service to find and retrieve
appropriate AV content from the DRF. Every time a new indexing is required, the index is updated and
the changes are reflected by the Search service.
The Search service can be accessed directly by the Search application / GUI or can be part of more
elaborated workflows (e.g. intelligent news summarization). In the current TOSCA-MP workflow, the
Search GUI does not require any coordination of services to display the results; therefore it invokes the
Search service directly instead of adding overhead through the MPMF.
The Search application and visualisation GUIs are described below; please refer to D3.3 (chapter 3.1)
for detailed information on Semantic content annotation and indexing and the Semantic search engine.

3.4.1

Exploratory based semantic search application

Professional media production requires cutting edge contextualization technology for the daily activities
to shield users from the complexity and heterogeneity of the underlying media assets and repositories.
As opposed to simply matching words contained in a query, contextualization offers the combination of
different semantic and NLP (Natural Language Processing) technologies (e.g. semantic query
expansion, ontology normalization...) as well as visualization mechanisms (e.g. ontology visualization
viewer) to determine the context of queries and narrow the list of results. In particular, new trends have
marked the importance of designing visual tools to browse content by means of exploratory analysis. In
TOSCA-MP different approaches have been followed to accomplish that objective. An exemplary
screen shot of the resulting Semantic Multimedia Annotation and Search interface with some of its
visual components is shown in Figure 13.
On the one hand, an exploratory-based search interface has been designed and implemented with the
clear goal in mind of managing very large and disparate amounts of information, whilst enabling better
and faster information access, sharing and discovery. Various configurable controls (e.g. the Ontology
Relationship Viewer, Dynamic Facets) enable the iterative expansion of queries with the aim of visually
and progressively refining the result set. The advanced tools hide the technological complexity, offering
an improved user experience, while providing swift and engaging exploration and discovery of the target
information space. Regular users can rapidly gain access to the information they need, saving time and
valuable resource, thereby reducing the time to find the proper media asset.
On the other hand, Semantic Web technologies have been exploited to support contextual search and
navigation. The use of ontologies supports regular users by contextualizing traditional keywords, thus
enabling a better understanding, description and matching of an asset with a user query by formalizing
categories, concepts and relationships among them for a specific domain. The relationships connecting
concepts within a domain have concrete meaning, which model the structure and organization’s knowhow in common and agreed upon fashion, ensuring consistent presentation, understanding and sharing
© TOSCA-MP consortium: all rights reserved
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of information. For example, Figure 13 shows how different people are connected in the domain, e.g.,
“Catherine Middleton is the wife of Prince William” or “Prince William is the son of Prince Charles”.
Users can easily navigate the graph-based structure of ontologies in search of a concept or set of
concepts to directly refine the result set by indicating whether concepts should be added or removed
from the result set.
For a detailed description of all features and elements of the search interface please refer to D3.3
(chapter 4), which describes the interface for presenting the results of the Networked Search Engine
including all the above-mentioned paradigms supporting an exploratory-based approach (e.g. the
Ontology Relationship Viewer or the Ontology Browsing for query enhancing). D3.3 also describes a
tool to gather dynamic ratings of media assets to highlight the most interesting parts but also in relation
with other related media assets.

Figure 13: Semantic Multimedia Annotation and Search interface

3.4.2

New search result visualization paradigms: visual clustering methods

New search result visualization paradigms are being explored in TOSCA-MP, targeting faster retrieval of
items from a media collection. One approach aims at replacing the traditional linear search result list by
a clustered view of the search results, based on visual similarity of the key frames at the time code in
the video where the query matches the video metadata (e.g. transcript, subtitles).
Each search result is presented by one key frame (see Figure 14), and from each key frame a
descriptor/feature is calculated (e.g. an MPEG-7 descriptor based on colours, edges, etc. in the image).
These descriptors are used to compute distances between key frames. A distance measure associated
with the descriptor type allows calculating the distances between the descriptor values of each key
frame pair in the result set. A clustering algorithm (e.g. k-medoids, hierarchical clustering,…) takes
these distances as an input to group key frames that are visually close to each other in a number of
clusters chosen by the user. Sub-clustering within one cluster is also possible to refine the search.
Selecting clusters is similar to a facetted search: the approach puts items which are visually close in the
same cluster, by assuming that items that are visually close may to some extent also be semantically
close. Each cluster is represented in the GUI as a circle with key frames; the GUI allows the user to
retrieve basic metadata from clustered items as well as immediate video playback.
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Figure 14: Visual clustering of search results
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Conclusions

This document accompanies D6.5, which consists of the prototype that demonstrates the technologies
developed in TOSCA-MP. It gives an overview of the functionality of the integrated Proof of Concept
and the TOSCA-MP demonstrator components as they will be available for dissemination activities,
amongst others during the TOSCA-MP Field Trials in January 2014.
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7.1 Flexibly configurable genre-dependent workflow
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